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FORTY YEARS OK
It is a happy coincidence that 3142 should be
back in use again in the "Nelsons" fortieth anniversary year. We can all take pride in our achievement in being the first railway society to run a
complete electric multiple-unit in passenger service.
All members have helped to bring this about, be it
through physically maintaining the unit, or helping
financially by means of subscription. It is only
unfortunate that the distinction should be ours;
that the first electric unit back in service should
be of a type introduced as recently as forty years
ago; that so many earlier electric units are now
but a memory and a few photographs.
At the same time as congratulating ourselves,
we must express our thanks for the help that we
have received from many people outside the Group,
particularly various British Railways employees
and our friends at Peterborough. Without the
assistance of the latter we should certainly not
have made such splendid progress over the last
sixteen months.
Even now much work remains to be done, particularly if we wish to see 3142 run under its own
power again, as surely we must. We cannot allow
our present achievement lead to complacency.
Numerous bases have been attempted, and rescued
and won, but there are still plenty of fights for
the fearless and goals for the eager, twenty, and
thirty, and forty years on!
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COMING EVENTS
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PRESERVATION NEWS

The Preston Park Saga: For the time being, at least,
the officially preserved Southern Electric stock is
to remain at Preston Park former Pullman Depot. The
Science Museum appears to have little idea as to what
to do with the vehicles, and may be awaiting the outcome of local proposals to adapt the Pullman Depot as
a transport museum. It is hard for an outsider to
understand what is going on, as B.R. presumably still
require the depot site in order to expand Brighton
Depot. If this is no longer the case, why are all
the other items at Preston Park being moved elsewhere?
3142 back in service: The last two months are easily
the busiest that 3142 has had for five years.
Ever since the vehicles were delivered to Ashford
'Pul' composite 11773 has been the other way round
from the other two trailer coaches. (It will be
recalled that in '4Cor' units the corridors were on
the same side in both trailers). Things were put to
rights on 2nd May when a BR '08' shunter took 11773
on a trip from Wansford round the triangle at C.E.G.B.
Fletton Fly Ash Disposal Sidings.
On 20 April both trailer composites were used with
the Nord 4-6-0 locomotive and two ex-BR Mk I vehicles
to form a "Belgian express train" for the benefit of
a BBC film unit. The sequence filmed will be used in
a television series, "The Secret Army", which is to
be screened in the autumn.
3142 conveyed its first passengers on the Nene Valley
Railway on 22nd May, and a full account of that day
follows.
The official opening of the line took place on 1st
June, the ceremony being attended by a bevy of MPs,
local councillors, representatives of the Development
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Corporation, local industry and the preservation
Present.The line was declared open by Baroness
xxxn, assisted by John Horam MP of the Dept of
Transport. 3142 was used to form the inaugural
special, and several of those present (not just the
SEG party!) were heard to comment favourably on the
comfort and condition of the coaches.
Finally, the general gricer got a look in on the
public opening on 4th June, when 3142 was used with
Norwegian suburban coach 601 . Details of future
services are contained in an enclosed leaflet. It
should be noted that 3142 will not be in use every
weekend, and rarely on Thursdays.
The current unit formation, east to west, is
11201/11825/11773/10096/11161, though as the coaches
do not yet bear numbers, other than unit numbers,
they are known for operating purposes as B toF
respectively.
The latest problem is that it appears that most, if
not all, of the unit's 40 wheels need returning soon.
Some, particularly those on the trailer coaches, may
have to be fitted with new tyres. Wheels and axles
will have to be sent away for re-turning, and this
will involve lifting the coach bodies off the bogies
in order to remove them.
Other jobs that need doing are cleaning and painting
the underframes, much more attention to the bodywork,
especially on 10096 and 11773, for the green paint
hides (and in some places does not hide) a multitude
of sins, continued attention to the roofs and further
restoration of the interior where panelling is badly
carved.
Volunteers are always welcome at Wansford, and
working parties will be going there for the following
weekends: 2/3,9/10,16/17,30/31 July, 13/14,27/28/29
August, 10/11,17/18 September and 8/9 October.
Contact our Preservation Manager, Mark Davies (address
inside front cover) for further details. Transport
can be arranged if required.
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NELSON TO ORTON

Sunday 22nd May 1977 was a very important day
for the S.E.G. It was on this day that 3142 made her
first proper passenger-filled trip since she was
purchased, and since 9th December 1972.
In order that the 'Cor' would have some members
to carry on the Nene Valley line a coach trip was
organised from Worthing to Wansford at the bargain
cost of £2.50 all in. This is the story of that day
as seen through the eyes of a participant on that t
o
u
r
.
At 08.01, underneath cloudless blue skies which
remained (!) all day, Southdown's 1973 Leyland Leopard
Duple Dominant 1262 left Worthing to run via Brighton
and the A23 to reach Waterloo, where there was a
short break. Leaving London via Euston and the A1 we
made good inroads on our plentiful allotted time to
reach Stilton, home of the famous cheese, and about
ten miles from Peterborough soon after noon. Patrons
adjourned to either the "Talbot" or the "Stilton
Cheese" for refreshments, and resuming at 12.35 we
reached Wansford around schedule time, 13.00.
I last saw 3142 on an Ashford members' day, on
3rd March 1974, and travelled on her on that last
1972 tour, and although my experience of 'Cor's in
service is limited to one-mile commuting from 1971-72
I have a deep-seated affection for the type. Nevertheless, I do confess to looking twice at what was
standing behind the down side building as we crunched
into the grit of the car park ! It was the colour.
Last time I saw 3142 she was blue with tiny areas of
primer, and I felt rather dubious about the colour we
had voted for. Not any more. I have only vague
recollections of BR green units, let alone olive green,
and I was struck by the beauty and simplicity of the
colour, find impressed by the fine job made of it.
The new unit numbers too look attractive and realistic
though, as yet, there are no class or coach numerals.
The coach's complement trooped into the booking
hall to collect day passes. Then we were free to
proceed onto the platform and get a closer look at
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our '4Cor's, sorry
.. '5Cor', as both composites
were formed into the rake.
It was not long before the steam loco, a 1911
Chemin de Fer du Nord 4-6-0, shunted 3142 into theplatform and entry, at last, was possible. Having
selected a 1932 first compartment my companion and I
set about examining the train... and it is in
beautiful condition. I can honestly say that it is
the best turned out piece of rolling stock that I
have encountered on the many preserved lines that I
have visited - a great credit to Mark Davies and
his helpers, and to the painters from Flying Scotsman Enterprises. It was a joy to be back in wooden
panelling again. The cab, too, is in exemplary
condition.
At 14.00 we departed from Wansford. The line
for much of its length is embanked above the floodplain of the Nene, affording excellent views for
miles around. A point of railway interest is the
diverging trackbed just after Wansford of one of the
Marquis of Exeter's railways. It went to Stamford,
but was closed in 1929. The Nene is crossed and
re-crossed several times before arrival at Orton
Mere station at the east end of the line. It is
situated beneath a large concrete road bridge and
next to a riverside park which Peterborough Development Corporation are laying out. All there is at
the station is a simple platform, but next to the
capacious car park is the shell of an old signal
which indicates a future addition. Instead of
returning immediately we took the tow-path walk by
the golf course, and there was a lovely view of 3142
and the Nord leaving, passing the river, the boats
and the summer-houses with boat-owners waving away.
Then the incongruity of the scene struck me. Not in
their wildest dreams could either the designers of
the stock or the engineers of the line have visualised this train, both parts so far from home. Such
is the nature, and the fun, of our hobby.
We went back to Wansford by the 15.30. The
staff on their first training run with "real"
passengers, were naturally zealous, but also
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fairly efficient.
There was time for a further return journey
before the coach departed for the south. Summing up,
3142 will be rated by any member visiting her as the
Group's finest achievement. There are obviously
several anomalies with the paintwork - I think that a
stencil headcode would be a superlative acquisition but otherwise we have a marvellous 'time machine'.
No one need have any doubts about the practical or
aesthetic virtues of the N.V.R. Short of the third
rail we could have few better homes, and hopefully
this exile will produce some more Northern members.
The tour's only disappointing aspect was the
paucity of participants, only 29, and a small loss
was sustained by the Group. The Worthing and Brighton
area, as usual, provided good support, but considering the coach passed through some of the biggest
agglomerations of membership turn out was poor.
Considering that by public transport the journey is
difficult, and costs over four times the tour's £2.50

a lot of members missed a golden chance. The coach
journey was fast and extremely comfortable. Thanks
to Southdown, our splendid driver, and to Alan James
who organised the tour.
(We do in fact have a pair of stencil headcode
indicators - ex '4Sub' - and it is just a matter of
finding the time to fit them. Although it is true
that it is difficult to get to Wansford by public
transport, Orton Mere is on the edge of Peterborough
and served by buses from the city centre, though the
energetic could walk the distance easily. ED)

S.E.G. (NORTH DOWNS) EXCURSION TO EXETER: 30 APR. '77
The morning of April 30th saw 80 or so members

and guests assembled at Waterloo station to join the
09.00 Waterloo to Exeter. The first, and only,
problem materialised at once; only a mere 64 seats
in a TSO at the rear of the train had been reserved

for the party. This was solved by seating the overflow in odd compartments scattered throughout the
train.Initially the bulk of the party was isolated
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inthe reserved carriage due to a gas leak in the
Buffet car, but this was soon rectified and contact
restored.
One or two participants were picked up at
Woking and Basingstoke, and 33023 made steady progress
westwards. As the train proceeded over the LSWR
West of England main line we ran into some heavy
showers and encountered several lineside photographers.
A few participants, including the organiser,
abandoned ship at Honiton, with the intention of
joining the train from Brighton. In company with
many others, your scribe left the train at Exeter
Central, where a gentleman with stereo tape-recording
equipment was lurking under the footbridge at the
London end of the station.
'6B' units 1033 and 1034 arrived at Central on
time, and in due course proceeded down the 1 in 37
incline to St David's, to be met by a battery of
cameras. The units were shunted from platform 4 to
platform 3 enabling many people to take photos at
the Paddington end of the station. On the units'
return we found that Western Region organisation had
given us 90 seats. This gave us plenty of room as
several members of the party travelled in the leading
unit, and the organisers took over a down-graded
first class compartment for use as a 'tour office',
much to the bewilderment of an elderly lady
travelling to Worthing. Just before 14.00 the train
departed, this being well recorded on film. It was
rather sad to think that 500hp English Electric
engines might never be heard here again.
After Honiton the units showed their gravityassisted speed potential. This effort was short-lived
as we ground to a halt at Chard Junction, and stayed
there for several minutes until the 11.00 from
Waterloo crawled into the loop. At Yeovil Junction
the train used the new up platform; this is an
extension of the bay platform used by the Group's
"Dorset Dawdler" railtour almost exactly two years
earlier, and means that trains can new pass in the
station rather than at the signal-box to the east.
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The long favourable gradient after Semley permitted
another high speed run, and so arrival at Salisbury
was on time, despite being eleven minutes late at
Chard Junction.
The pace slackened after Salisbury, and as we
rolled towards Southampton motorway works were noted
near Alderbury Junction. The rest of the run towards
Brighton was largely without incident, and the train
arrived six minutes early. The party then split up,
many heading for the film show at the Springfield
Hotel that had been organised by the Brighton Branch.
Just before 19.00 a small group armed with
cameras assembled on the footbridge at London Road
station to photograph the empty working to St
Leonards. This duly appeared, but as Falmer signal
box was switched out had to wait on London Road viaduct until the preceding 18.54 from Brighton to
Seaford had reached Lewes. On getting the road the
units roared through the station, with a loud blast on
the horn. The local citizens were quite bemused by
all this activity.
It only remains for me to thank, on behalf of the
party, all those concerned with the organisation of
this day out, both inside the Group, and in B.R.,
without whom none of the above would have been
possible.
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MEMBERS ' QUERIES
Pullman Cars: Mr. E.H. Woollard is compiling a list
of Pullman Cars still extant in Britain, and would
appreciate hearing from anybody knowing the whereabouts of any withdrawn cars. Please write to
Mr Woollard direct at 80 Leach Court, Park Street,
BRIGHTON, BN2 2DE.
Kent House Curve: Three items about this line, which
ran from Kent House to the Birkbeck line, have
appeared in the "Railway Magazine"; a reply in the
'Why & Wherefore' section in September 1955, and
correspondence in the February and May 1956 issues.
Powers to build the spur were obtained in 1874 by
the London Chatham & Dover Railway to divert local
trains from Beckenham (now Beckenham Junction) to
Crystal Palace low level, due to difficulties being
experienced at Beckenham where the South Eastern also
operated, via the Mid Kent line. An alternative,
possibly additional, and more attractive theory is
that the LCDR wished to absorb the Crystal Palace &
South London Junction Railway, which operated the
Crystal Palace high level branch, and the spur was
built to threaten the CP&SLJ with an alternative,
though roundabout, route. In the 1956 correspondence
it was stated that the LCDR took over the CP&SLJ in
1875, and the spur became redundant, though the
original answer had said that the spur was completed
by 1879. This implies completion after 1875, unless
Ordnance Survey map evidence only was used.
There is no evidence that the spur was ever used by
regular passenger traffic, though special trains may
have used it. It was closed as a through line in
1895, remaining as a siding connected at the Kent
House end. In the steam era suburban stock was

stabled on it overnight - between 1914 and 1919 this
comprised four-wheelers to work the 8.11 am from
Kent House to Holborn, the locomotive, generally an
LCDR 'R' 0-4-4T, coming from Orpington shed.
Thesiding does not appear to have been electrified,
andif it did survive the 1930s it is unlikely to
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survived the second world war scrap drive.
Possibly associated with construction of the spur
was a small halt just west of its junction with the
Birkbeck line. This served Beckenham Road, and would
have enabled Penge to Crystal Palace trains to share
in the Beckenham traffic. In the event it was only
ever served by the Beckenham Junction - Norwood
Junction shuttle via the Admiralty Spur.
Information from Adrian Dover.

BOOK REVIEW

Southern Diesel and Electric Locomotives
24pp; A4; 2 column typewriter text; illustrated;
litho printed. Available from SEG sales @ 40p + 10p
post and packing.
This book has been produced jointly by the SEG
and the Diesel & Electric Group in the style of the
latter's existing loco monographs. Disregarding the
Durnsford Road and Waterloo & City shunters, it takes
up the story with the 'CC' electrics, 10201/2/3 main
line diesel electrics and 11001 diesel mechanical
shunter. No mention is made of the SR variants of
the subsequently ubiquitous '08'/'09' shunters. A
separate chapter is devoted to elucidating the
elegant booster control system used in the CC and
class 71 electrics. Classes 71,73,74 and 33
complete the book. Mechanical features and performance are commendably covered, and the range of
photographs illustrates the different classes and
subclasses - even cab interior views are included.
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In addition plans appear of most types. The author
does assume some prior knowledge on the reader's
part - classification, liveries and numbering
receive superficial coverage (eg 'JA'/'JB' is
mentioned for the 73s, but not 'HA' etc; you are
expected to know that CC1/2 became 20001/2, and so
on). The type of work and where seen is somewhat
perfunctorily described. This does not prevent the
book being, a valuable survey, and excellent value at
the price.
3142: Portsmouth to Peterborough
12pp; A5; illustrated. Available from SEG Sales @
30p + 8p post and packing.
This succinct round-up of the '4Cor' type of
Southern Electric unit has been compiled by Gregory
Beecroft to mark the fortieth anniversary of the
Portsmouth main line electrification — and the entry
into service of the SEG's 'Cor' vehicles on the Nene
Valley line near Peterborough.
This guide is intended primarily, I think, for
those relatively unfamiliar with the 'Cor' story, a
and such a gap is filled well. Several intriguing
historical points are made, and there is a full list
of 'Cor' stock preserved on the Nene Valley and
elsewhere. A more comprehensive 'Cor' history is
promised in due course; in the meantime SEG members,
though presumably they will be familiar with many of
the "Portsmouth to Peterborough" details, should
feel their bookshelves incomplete without a copy.

CORRECTION: Further to part III of "The Modernisation
of the Bournemouth Line", G.P.Warren advises that
Wloo-Lymington trains are usually 8 coaches, and that
trains of this length may work on the Lymington bch
with the controller in the series position only.
4Rep units and class 71 locomotives are banned from
the branch due to power supply limitation.
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THE MODERNISATION OF
THE BOURNEMOUTH LINE

V: Signalling
Until 1966 semaphore signalling was in use over
almost all of the Waterloo - Weymouth line west of
Hampton Court Junction. Colour light signals had
been introduced in the suburbs in 1936, and in the
Woking area in 1937. Over the Woking to Basingstoke
line the signalling was largely automatic; the
semaphores being worked by low-pressure compressed
air, control being by means of track circuits. This
system had been installed in 1902, and was the first
automatic signalling on a British main line.
Re-signalling involved the provision of signalling
centres at Basingstoke and Eastleigh; extension of
the area controlled from Woking signal box; and
installation of four-aspect colour light signals,
permitting 90 mph running, over most of the line as
far as Bournemouth. The colour lights were brought
into use in stages, thus:
Woking to Pirbright Junction
5 Jun 66
Northam Junction area
2 Oct 66
Totton to Brockenhurst
22 Oct 66
Worting Junction to St Denys
12 Nov 66
Pirbright Junction to Whitchurch
19 Nov 66
Bournemouth area
14 Dec 66
Lymington Junction to Christchurch 26 Feb 67
Woking control area was extended to beyond
Pirbright Junction whence Basingstoke took over as
far as Worting Junction on the down line and Micheldever on the up line. Eastleigh controlled the line
on to Southampton Airport (exclusive) on the down
line and Swaythling on the up line. Basingstoke also
controlled a short length of the Reading line towards
Bramley, and the Salisbury line as far as Whitchurch,
and Eastleigh controlled Botley to Chandlers Ford,
both exclusive.
Two Westinghouse entrance-exit panels were

provided in Woking box, for controlling lines in the
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Brookwood area, one for the up lines, and one for the
down. This arrangement was the most convenient for
operation with the existing miniature lever frame,
which has all up line levers at one end, and all

down line levers at the other. Automatic route
setting was introduced at Pirbright Junction. The
equipment is fed the four character descriptions of
approaching down trains, and when a description for
an Alton line train is detected the points, which

lie normal to the main line, are switched to the
Alton line, and returned to normal after the train
has passed.

The point where the up Alton line

joins the up local line is spring worked, and up
trains are signalled through the junction on a
"first come, first served" basis. The signalman may
over-ride the automatic equipment if required.
Calling-on signals were provided on the up local line
at Brookwood, so that trains could be combined there.
Basingstoke and Eastleigh signalling centres
were quite similar, though equipment at the former
was supplied by Westinghouse and at the latter by
AEI-GRS and Henry Williams Limited. Both are CLASP

buildings. Control panels are of the conventional
entrance-exit type with route setting buttons

located on the track diagram. Four character train
numbers were displayed on the panels, for the first
time in Southern practice. The panel at Eastleigh

is 39 feet long, but only 19 feet is used. The
rest was provided in anticipation of the signalling

centre controlling the line on to Weymouth.
Remote interlockings were located at Farnborough,

Winchfield, Worting Junction, Weston and Winchester,
the first three being connected to Basingstoke, and

the last two to Eastleigh. Various ground frames
controlling access to sidings, or emergency crossovers are released from the signalling centres, the

release buttons being located in the geographically
appropriate places on the panels.
Winchester Junction signal-box was retained,
being operated much like a ground frame. It
controlled the points and signals at the junction
with the Mid-Hants line, to Alton, butcouldonlybe
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so when the appropriate levers were released from
Eastleigh signalling centre.
A novel feature at Basingstoke was the provision
of a down goods loop on the Reading line by making a
length of the up line reversible. Down freight
trains were frequently held awaiting a path across
the up main lines. The first half of the down
Fareham line at Eastleigh was also signalled for
reversible working.
Save for the installation of colour lights
signals from Northam Junction towards Southampton,
signalling between St Denys and Totton remained
largely unaltered. From Totton to Bournemouth the
greater part of the route was reduced to plain
track, up and down, automatically signalled.
Pockets of semaphore signalling remained at Brockenhurst and east of Bournemouth.
At Bournemouth colour light signals Were
installed and the track layout substantially altered.
The middle roads through the station were removed,
apart from two lengths at the down end which were
adapted as reversing sidings. Both lines were
signalled for reversible working from the east end of
Holdenhurst Tunnel to the west end of the station.
Further track and signalling alterations were
necessary between Gas Works Junction and Branksome
consequent upon the closure of Bournemouth West
station, and the use of the site for the new
maintenance depot. The line from Bournemouth West
to Gas Works Junction was abolished, and the
signalling designed so that trains between Bournemouth station and the depot could reverse in
Branksome station. Trains to the depot use the down
line, and those from the depot the up line.
Beyond Branksome the signalling was hardly
altered.
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SOUTHERN MOTIVE POWER AND DEPOTS: 2nd MY

1977

Multiple-units are listed depot by d e p o t . In depot
and unit headings the SR classification or code is
followed by the BR one. Ryde depot has no SR depot
code, and Waterloo (W&C) has no code at all.
Departmental units are excluded from this list,
and no account is taken of temporary reformations
or withdrawals.
Bournemouth BOMO/BM (86 units)
4TC
491
401-34

4Rep 430
4Vep 423

3001-15
7701-20/32-38/40-49

Brighton BTON/BN (202 units)
2Hap
43ep
4Bep
4Big

414/3
410/1

4Cig
4Vep

421/2

410/2
420/1
4Cep 411/1
4Cep 411/2
4Cig 421/1

423

6054-69
7001/02

7003-09
7031-48
7101/03/04
7105-11
7301-36
7357-76,7400-05/27-38
7721-31/50-99,7840-53

Eastleigh ELGH/EH (18 units)
205
3H
1101-04/10/11/24-33
2H

204

1121/22

Fratton FTON/FR

66 units)

4Big

420/2

7049-58

4Vep
LV

423
419

7854-94
68001-10

4Cig 421/2
4Vep 423

7337-52
7800-39
Ramsgate RMGT/RE (256 units & 10 MLVs)
2Hap 414/3 6070-61 73
4Bep 410/2 7010-22
4Cep 411/2 7112-80/82-99,7200-03/05-11
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Ryde RY (11 units)
3Tis 486
031-035
4Vec 485
041-046
St Leonards SLEO/SE (60 units)
201
6s
1001/05-07
6L

202

1011-19/31/32

203
6B
1033-37
1105-09/12-18/2
3H
205
1119/20
2H
204
1201-06
206
3E
1 301 -1 9
3D
207
Selhurst SHST/SU (163 units)
4Sub 405
4277-81/83-91/93-99,4670-75/77-84/87/89

4692/93/95-97,4701/05/09/10/14/16/18/19
4721/22/25/26/30/32/33/35/38/39/42/43

4EPB
4EPB
2 Sap
2EPB
2EPB

415/1
415/2
418/0
416/1
416/2

2EPB

416/2

4747/49-51/53/54

Nominal allocation of 40 units jointly
maintained with Slade Green.
5602-35
5651-69

5753/54
Slade Green SLGN/SG (266 units)
4EPB 415/1
Nominal allocation of 204 units
4EPB 415/2
jointly maintained with Selhurst.

5702/03/05-07/10/12-48/60-65/67-79

Waterloo (28 coaches)
Motor
487 51-62
Trailer 487 71-86
Wimbledon East WDON/WD (215 units)

4Sub

405

4SPB 415/1
2EPB 416/1
2EPB 416/2
2Sap 418/1
2 Sap 41 8/2

4617-21/23/26-33/35-39/41/43/45/48-51
4653-60/62/64/66/68
5101/02/04-29/31 -38
5670-84
5749-52/55-59/81-95
5901-40
5941-51
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Wimbledon East (continued)
2Hap 414/2
6022/23 (on RSD t e s t s )
7353-56/77-99,7406-26
4Cig 421/2
Slade Green and Selhurst: Jointly maintained units

5001-22/24-53, 5139/40/42-66/68-99
5200-03/05-63
5301-70
4EPB 415/2
Main line locomotives are allocated as follows:
Eastleigh
EH 33001-33, 33101-19, 74001-05/07-10
Hither Green
HG 33034-40/42-65,33201 -12
Stewarts Lane SL 73001-06,73101-42

4EPB

415/1

stored

71001-14

Depots with a shunting locomotive allocation are:
Bournemouth, Eastleigh, Hither Green, Ryde,
Selhurst and Chart Leacon (AF).
The following depots maintain units or locomotives,
but have no allocation, or SR depot code:
Clapham Junction
CJ
Orpington
ON
Gillingham
GI
Tunbridge Wells West TW
Units and locomotives are stabled at other locations,
such as main and terminal stations, and various
sidings. Covered accommodation is available at the
following locations:
Ore
Addiscombe
Southwark
Effingham Junction
Strawberry Hill
Farnham
Streatham Hill
Littlehampton
West Worthing
Special work may be carried out at these locations,
eg heater modifications at Ore, and de-asbestosisation at Strawberry Hill.
FINE SIGN
Blackboard notice seen at a S.E.D. suburban station:
Services are disrupted in East Kent due to a
derailment at Margate. This wont affect you but we
have to write these signs".
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REGIONAL REVIEW:
STOCK NOTES

New unit: de-icer 004, to FTON. Withdrawals: de-icer
019, 4PEP 4001/02. Units re-numbered: 4601/03/05 to
4617/18/19 and 6045-53 to 5943-51 respectively. The
latter are converted from 2Hap to 2Sap. 4EPB 5263 was
running with its second rebuilt trailer, 15450, on 4
May. On 7May 4EPB 5302 was noted with MBS 61596 still
in place of 61627, and 4Cep 7187 was correctly formed.
Present status of 5343 and 7017 is not certain.
Re-allocations. Permanent: 1105 SLEO; 5748 SLGN; 6054
Bton; 6070,7112 RMGT; 7353-56 WDON. Temporary: 5133
C/E; 5263 WDON; 7006 RMGT. New 4Sub allocations are
shown on p117.
Reported movements of damaged stock are:
25Apr: 71017(7836) Slade Green to East Wimbledon
27Apr: 70456(5343) East Wimbledon to Plumstead
3May: 76681,62337(7836) 70875(7724) Elgh to Straw Hl.
20May: 14077(5039) Cannon St to Southwark Depot. Rest
of 5039 to Slade Grn, and to Selhurst on 26May.
On l4May 4Sub vehicles noted at Baglan Bay goods yard
(nr Port Talbot) were: MBS 12787/88(4728),12799/800

4734); TS 8938(4658),10273(4743),10388(4734) 11449

(4728). The vehicles are believed to have been at
Baglan Bay since December, but they had been moved to
T.W. Ward's Briton Ferry scrapyard by 28May.
De-icing unit 004 is complete at last. On 30May it
went on a test trip to Haywards Hth and Eastbourne
from Selhurst with 4EPB 5201 . Coach Nos are
ADB975586/87 (ex 10907/08 respectively). The unit
was due to move to Fton on 4Jun. 005 & 006 are undergoing conversion at Shst, being formed of motor
coaches ex 4Subs 4126 & 4380. Only 005 is likely to
be ready for next winter. Work includes complete
rewiring and modification of control equipment,
installation of modern driver's desk and EE507 traction motors, so that units are electrically similar
to 4Veps. The de-icing fluid tanks are lined with a
plastic insulating material, so they will not be live
when fluid is being spread. Despite all this work,
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units83are
Car
hasonly
beenofficially
repainted meant
blue -toitlast
is believed
10 years.
have been the last green one, and therefore the
passenger carrying vehicle on BR not to be in
aversion of blue & grey. Oddly, the first SR
vehiclein blue was also a tube car. Ceilings on
units overhauled at Swindon are painted cream with
with beading, in contrast to Eastleigh practice of
white with cream beading, or all white.
Anumberof SR units have been noted with most
unlikely completion dates, eg 71086(7418) new 31.11.71

xxxxnew25.12.70; and 7372 new 1.1.71!

4 Vep xx55 made its first public trip after replacement
compts where the Gatwick luggage racks were on the
134xVic-Btonon 20Apr. Units known to be fitted
with experimental equipment at present include: 4EPB
522x with Vandervell's type motor axle-box bearings;
4Vep 7706 with modified door locks; and 4Veps 7723/55
with PNS 7-S2 shoegear.
As no funds are available, the rest of the 4Cep units

will not be rebuilt like 7153.

The construction of 250 new electric suburban vehicles
for the SR, first stage in an ultimate order for 600,
has been authorised by the Sec of State for Transport,
though the cost has to be met from funds already allocated for BR capital purposes. It is hoped to start
building at York BREL Works in Nov 1978, the initial
250 cars to be complete by early 1980. They will be
ofthestandard BR suburban type, developed from PEP
and the class 313s. It is implied that the full 600
cars will replace all SR inner suburban stock, ie
SubsandEPBs, suggesting that outer suburban services
will be Vep operated.
The order means that SR will not be getting the cl 507
units after all. Replacement of the 4Subs will allow
line voltage to be increased to 850v throughout the
region, an essential part of the main line programme.
andpermitting, this envisages third rail HSTs on
Bournemouth line, Rep/TC stock on the Brighton
Cigs & Bigs in Kent, and Ceps ontheOxtedLine.
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All this is anticipated
somewhat in a recently issued
British Caledonian/B.R.
publicity folder promoting
the London-Gatwick rail-air
link.
This
depicts a Br.
Cal. jet soaring above a c l a s s 253 high speed train!
Since when have these been in use on the Brighton
line?
INTERESTING WORKINGS

2EPBs ran a special Vic-Caterham. service on 24Apr,
15,22 & 29May & 12Jun replacing Oxted line services
due to engineering works. Special buses ran between
Whyteleafe and Oxted.
The 1812 Wloo-Ports Hbr was formed 8Big/4Cig 7053/50,
7352 on 25Apr. Most unusual was use of 3D 1319 on
1036 Vic-Horsham on 3May due to stock displacement
following earlier cancellations. Despite that fact
that the only CDvn 2Sap working on Sundays is the
Crystal Pal-Beck Jn shuttle, 5602/35 were noted on
0817 LBdg-St Helier-Vic and 2308 Vic-Epsom Dns on 14
May, and were probably in use on CDvn suburban
services all.day.A wide variety of stock was on
offer on the 0657Sarum/07l7 Eastleigh - Wloo on 18May
it being formed 33/TC/Vep/Cig, 33113/415/7747/7354.
Cep 7166 was working on the SWD on l8&19May. It was
a portion of the 1542 Wloo-Bomo/Alton on l8May, and
on the following day it arrived at Wloo on a special
at about 1000. Ceps 7154/93 worked another unidentified special in and out of Wloo at about 1035 on 2
Jun, arriving on the Windsor lines, leaving on the

main.

Numerous excursions ran during the Jubilee period,
including the following inter-divisional workings via
Longhedge Junction which took units to lines that
they do not normally work on.
24May Branksome-Greenwich (via Barnehurst!) 12Cep

25May
31 May
2Jun
6Jun
6Jun

7119/7200/7155
Putney-Margate 4Cep 7186
Abbey Wd-Windsor school special 8Cep 7144/66
Charlton-Chess Sth school special 8Cep 7151/92
Horsham-Bournemouth l2Vep 7762/53/95
Eastbourne-Bournemouth 8Cig/4Vep 7429/7372/7731
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6 Jun Gillingham - Ports Hbr 8Vep 7866/87
7 Jun Branksome-Margate 8Cig 7417/7397
8Jun Guildford-Margate 8Vep 7800/05
12 Jun Wimbledon-Brighton 8Vep 7817/24
A further excursion ran from Chichester, Worthing etc
to Margate on 6 Jun, reversing at Vic(E) and was
formed ICBC 7361/7042/7306.
4EPB 5027 ran a test trip for unknown purposes from
Selhurst to Haywards Hth and back on 27May. Two days
later locos 33014/18 were used for bridge tests on
the S London Line at Brixton.
Derby Day, 1 Jun, saw the usual Vic-Tatt Cnr Royal
train, hauled by 31414 of Old Oak Common. 31416,
also of OOC, was standby loco at Stew Ln, and 73103
at Purley. Presumably the new Royal train will
permit the use of an SR loco in future. There were
three 4Sub workings to Tatt Cnr, 4689/4738 on 1124 ex
LBdg, 4278/4695 on 1143 LBdg and 4287/4684 on 1244 ex
Charing X. There was also an 8Sap working.
2x2Sap was noted on the rear of 8Cig on the 1731 Vic-

Littlehampton on 3 Jun. It is not known if this was
part of the holiday arrangements, or a result of the
signalman's strike earlier in the afternoon, A 12Cep
formation was noted on the Brighton line on 10Jun,
being the 2128 Bton-Vic and 2325 Vic-Newhaven boat
train.
INCIDENTS
Numerous failures and fatalities reported; the
following are more noteworthy untoward happenings.
3Apr: 3R 1205 failed twice in the same day, on 1512
ex Tonbridge and 1945 ex Tonbridge. 4Apr: 4Vep 7881
on 1628 Charing X-Margate hit a tractor on a crossing
between Wye and Chartham. Shoe gear damaged. l4Apr;
Staff at Salisbury had two loco failures to deal with
in ½hr, 33039 on 1755 from Exeter and 33119 on 1900
from Wloo. l7Apr: Landslip near Hinton Admiral
caused single line working until 8May. Down line
interlaced into up on up side of mp 100½. SLW by
pilotman between signal WBX2 (on down line) near mp
99½ and Hinton Admiral station. 22Apr: Coach 10851
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damaged when 4Sub 4278 caught fire at Belmont while
working 1908 Vic-Epsom train. Fire brigade attended.
3May: EPBs 5121/37 became uncoupled upon departure
from Wloo with 0946 Kingston roundabout. 6May: Much
disruption due to derailment of 0414 Addiscombe-Cannon
St at Borough Mkt Jn involving EPBs 5040/5039/5735.
MBS 14077 of 5039 over turned and badly damaged.
Chart Leacon & Hither Grn cranes called. Charing X
closed all day, except for shuttle to Cannon St after
1600 connecting with very limited service from that
station. Main line trains cancelled, curtailed or
diverted to Victoria. 10May: Guards' strike disrupted
Brighton line during morning. 11 May; Collision
between 4EPB 5047 and 4Big 7041 at Streatham Hill sdgs
Both units damaged, and 15172 of 5047 derailed. 18May
0829 Charing X-Bromley N derailed at Grove Pk. Units
5326/5369/5739 involved; two wheels of 70691(5369)
off rails. 3Jun: Severe disruption in afternoon due
to lightning strike by SED signalmen. CD affected
by closure of London Bdg box from 1600 to 1717.
TIMETABLES
The 2204 Redhill-Tonbridge continues loco-hauled, and
all Bristol-Portsmouth trains are also loco-hauled,
and to balance workings some Portsmouth-Salisbury
trains are as well. Two of the sets to be used,
formed BG/4SK/CK, were noted leaving Bristol for
Salisbury in the small hours of 30Apr.
Train crews at Fratton threatened to strike over the
reduced Ports Direct service. After negotiation an
additional Mon-Fri off-peak stopping train was added
hourly, by extending one of the Guildford via Woking
slows. Thus we have a reversion to the pre-1970
timetable!
The present Reading line timetables bring regular
visits by 2EPB and 2Sap units to Reading. 2Sap work
0805 ex Staines and 1536 ex Wloo returning on 0902
and 1702 up, and 2EPB works 1753 Wloo-Reading and
1932 back - all these Mon-Fri. An odd through train
is 0700SX Basingstoke to Paddington via Reading,
formed 2x3 suburban dmmu and driving trailer.
The Brockenhurst Motorail trains now run via Kew East
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and Chertsey, instead of via Reading.
The2Sap-worked Mon-Fri 2nd class only service on
the Lymington branch has brought adverse comment
from the local MP. A 4Vep is still used at weekends.
Headcode alterations from 2May are:
Additions
43 Streatham Hill - Quarry - Horsham - Bognor Regis
5E Eastleigh - Chichester - Hay Hth - Newhaven Town
G3 LMR(WJ) - Kew E - Herne Hl - Crystal Pal - B Arms
Deletions
3 Wloo - Bookham - Portsmouth & Southsea
4 Wloo - Bookham - Portsmouth Hbr
65 Wloo or Wdon - Horsham - Littlehampton
67 Wloo or Wdon - Horsham - Bognor Regis
69 Wloo or Wdon - Horsham - Littlehampton - Bognor R
4E Poole - Wimborne
Amendment
OK WR - Ken O - Nunhead - Plumstead - Strood
This is the last year in which the Central Dvn timetable will be in its present form. Among the changes
from May 1978 will be that the non-stop Victoria Brighton trains will call additionally at East
Croydon, and there will be no off-peak service
between London Bridge and Brighton. More details
later.
STATIONS, TRACK & SIGNALLING

Southfleet: Connections to the branch at Fawkham
Junction have been removed.
Eltham Well Hall: The up platform is sliding down
the embankment, and the situation appears to have
become much worse over the last few months.
Clock House: All signs were the standard black and
white type by mid-May. West Wickham is now the only
Mid-Kent line station with BR totems throughout.
New Cross: To avoid staff confusion with line
numbers, the platforms have been lettered, thus:
4=A, 3=B, 2=C and 1=D. Lines through the platforms
are respectively nos 3,2 & 1 and East London.
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Cannon Street: BR are to
let out the arches under the
station for use as a leisure centre with indoor
sports facilities, riverside pub and a restaurant.
Charing Cross: A new W.H. Smith bookstall has been
opened on the concourse. A.A. Jackson's book
"London's Termini" states that Charing Cross turntable (LR36 p94) was at the SE corner of the river
bridge (ie on the Waterloo side) near Belvedere Road.

It was 54 ft diameter, and was removed in 1951 in
connection with preparations for the Festival of
Britain. After that locomotives ran to Ewer Street

(now Southwark depot) to turn.
Victoria: The 'magnetic disc' message board is back

in use, showing intelligible messages.

Waterloo: The former Post Office is now in use as a
Travellers Fare off licence. The subway opposite

platforms 13 & 14 is out of use for 3 months for

renovation. While the departure boards are being
changed a temporary system involving boards with lists

of stations, and numbers hung on hooks to make up

times and platform numbers, is in use.
Clapham Junction: The connection between the Central
Dvn through lines and the S.W. Dvn local lines has
been partly removed due to track renewal on the C.D.

The connection was put in in 1970 in anticipation of
fruit traffic from the Channel Ports via Birkbeck to
the new Covent Garden market at Nine Elms. The

market is not rail connected, so the traffic has
never materialised. It is believed that the only
train to have used the connection was a troop special
from Chesterfield to Crowborough in 1970. The line
is unsignalled; the C.D. up through starter has a
boxed over 'lunar light' indicator on it. It appears

quite probable that the connection will not be re-laid.
Gatwick Airport: Relaying proceeds to abolish the old
ladder crossover south of the station, as crossing
movements are to be concentrated on the north side.
A facing crossover has been installed here, but is
not yet in use.

Southerham Junction (LR33 pl66): Speed limits are now
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10mph past the former junction site, and over the
new junction, 70mph towards Eastbourne and 40mph
towards Seaford.
Reading area: The "Central Berkshire Structure Plan",
prepared by the County Council, proposes no fewer
than five new stations between Reading and Ascot.
Aldershot: Aldershot 'B' signal-box was replaced by a
ground frame at the beginning of April. This controls
the connection to the down siding at the Alton end
of the station. Aldershot 'A' signal-box has been
renamed Aldershot. Bentley box may also be abolished.
Dean (LR36 p94): Colour light signals were in use on
30 April.
Wimborne: Following closure of the branch on 2May
(passenger services were withdrawn 4May 1964) two
rail lengths were removed at Holes Bay Junction and
the line fenced across. BR have been refused
permission to build offices on Wimborne station site.
Wareham: Worgret Junction signal-box has been abolished
and its functions transferred to Wareham. The branch
to Furzebrook Sidings is worked under 'One Train
Working' regulations. The trailing crossover at
Worgret Junction has been removed so trains off the
branch run 'wrong line' to Wareham. Track has been
lifted from the bay platforms, nos 1 & 4, formerly
used by Swanage trains.
Weymouth: Plans to improve the Sealink terminal
include reclamation of four acres of beach for use as
a 'marshalling area'. However, it is motor cars that
will be marshalled, not trains, and rail facilities
are expected to remain unaltered.
CORRIGENDA
LR35 p60 1954SX Tonbridge-Reading should be 1945SX.
LR36 p92 The single line between Wadhurst and
Robertsbridge was available from 28 Feb.
p94 The station house at Wandsworth Road has
not been demolished.
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On7Jun 8EPB 5311/19 worked various SED suburban
services carrying a large red "Silver Jubilee" head-

board that had been prepared at Slade Green.
On 21Jun 4Sub 4696 was noted with MBS 10847 (ex 4387)
in place of 12771. This is due to 12771 having been
damaged in a collision at Selhurst depot on 24Mar.
It has been announced that the surviving class 74
electro-diesels will be withdrawn from service in
December 1977.

COVER
3142 BACK IN SERVICE

Front: The unit stood in the new platform 2 at
Wansford, coach 11201 nearest to the camera. Note
the reinstated whistle to the right of the motorman's
window.
Photo: Iain Whitlam.
Rear: 11161 at Wansford (upper) and Orton Mere
(lower), on the occasion of the S.E.G. visit on 22
May. Shoebeams etc have been temporarily removed
from both motor coaches. Photos: J.F. Chapter.
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